**ExpeditionTech Program Progress**

**Applications** (in CTM)
- 701

**Data**
- 1,000+

**Devices – Workstations** (Administrative & Clinical)
- 48,000

**Microsoft MFA**
- 41,000

**Devices – Mobile** (BYOD)
- 38,943

*Migrated to DS.vumc.io*
- 43 migrated to ds.vumc.io

*Terabytes of data moved out of shared environment*
- 16.8 TB individual files migrated to OneDrive
- 7.5 TB PST files remediated

*Devices secured in new environment*
- 3,543 Administrative
- 463 Clinical

*Workforce members enrolled in Microsoft MFA*
- 14,558

*VUMC Accounts protected by Microsoft MAM (BYOD)*

*Updated October 26, 2021*

---

*New applications could be identified or added before end of project. Number includes total apps identified in CTM excluding applications retired or scheduled to be retired before December 31, 2022.*

**Numbers are estimates as workforce member, data, and device numbers fluctuate over time**